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Thl§ report Is on* of • series of Rand studies that examine tha

organisation, operations, motivation, and moral* of tba Flat Cong and

North Vietnamese forcaa that fought In South Vietnam.

Batvaan August 1964 and December 1968 Tha Rand Corporation conduct-

ad approximately 2400 interview* vith Vietnaaeee who were familiar with

che aetlvltlaa of tha Viet Cong and North Vietnamese army. Report* of

tho«e interviews, totaling some 62,000 pages, were reviewed and releaaad

to tha public in June 1972. They can ba obtalnad from tha National

Technical Information Service of tha Department of Commerce.

Tha ralaaae of tha interviews has made possible tha declaaslfica-

tion and ralaaae of some of tha classified Rand reports derived from

them. To ramaln consistent with tha policy followed in reviewing tha

interviews, information that could lead to tha identification of indi-

vidual interviewees waa delated, along with a faw apacific referencaa

to sources that ramaln classified. In moat cases, It waa necessary to

drop or to change only a word or two, and In seme cases, a footnote.

Tha meaning of a santmce or the intent of tha author waa not altarad.

Tha reports contain information and interpretation relating to

issues that ara atill being dabatad. It should ba polmted out that

there was substantive diaagraamsnt among tha Rand rasaarchara Involvad

in Vietnam research at the time, and contrary points of view with

totally different implications for U.S. oparatlona can *>a found 1* tha

reports. This internal debate drrarad tha dabata that wms then aiMMjpt

throughout tha nation.

A complete list of tha Band reports that have bean ralaaaad to tha

public is cootainad in tha bibliography that follow*.

(CRC, W: M«y 1973)
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Since July 1964, The RAND Corporation baa bean conducting a atudy

of Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Any motivation aud norale baaad

mainly on RAND-conducted interrogation* of prisoners and defectors, and

to a lesser degree on captured documents and on Interviews with prison-

ers and defectors conducted by U.S. or GVN intelligence agencies. This

effort is sponsored jointly by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense for International Security Affairs and the Advanced Research

Projects Agency.

This Memorandum, prepared for the Advanced Research Projects

Agency, is one of several reporta already published or now In publica-

tion dealing with individual aspects of the overall study. Addressed

to a relatively narrow and specialised segment of the total U.S. in-

volvement in Vietnam, it restricts itaalf to appraising the Impact of

the destruction of agricultural crops through aerial chemical opera-

tions in the Republic of Vietnam In terma of:

(1) the benefits to c >e US/GVN, as indicated by the
adverse effect on the enemy's ability to obtain
food, and

(2) the coats to the US/GVN expresaed in terma of
posaible alienation of the rural population.

No attempt has been made to explore the many other complex conal-

derations which would have to be taken into account in any future deci-

sions on herbicide spraying policy la South Vietnam. Thia report 1* a

companion piece to RM-5450-ISA, A Statistical Analvaia of tha U.S. CJMP

Spray^im Program fo South Vietnam., by A. J. Kuaao. TajMa to«ajtlMir»

these two Memoranda are intended to provide baekgroimd material rele-
vant to decisions regarding future crop spraying operation* to Vietmem.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

'This Memorandum reports on an attempt to evaluate the utility of
jOr

chemical crop destruction operation* in Vietnam. The evaluation 10

limited to two aspects of the queatlon of overall utility: -,

' - (1) The effectiveness of chemical crop destruction
as a means of denying food to the VC. -,

> (2) The cost of the operations in terms of Increas-
ing the hostility of the non-VC, ruril popula-
tion toward the US/GVN. ̂^_

Depriving the VC of their food is not the only possible effect of

crop spraying. Destroying their local supplies may cause them to

change their normal procedures for acquiring food. And though they

continue to obtain It in adequate amounts, they may do so only at addi-

tional costs and strains to their system. But, because the direct

denial of food seems to be a primary reason for the crop spraying pro-

gram, this analysis is limited to that one aspect of effectiveness.

Costs other than peasant alienation might also have been consi-
dered. However moderate the monetary coat* of conducting the operations,
the costs of feeding persons whose crops have been destroyed are not
insignificant, and the contribution of crop destruction to the general
inflation of food prices may be Important enough to constitute a study
in Itself. In the long run, however, one important issue in the US/GVN

pacification, nation-building efforts la the attitude of the Vietnam***
peasant. A nonhoatile populace would seen desirable if the CTH ever
hopes to make progress in Its pacification object lv*s, **Jl «j*»tr®yitt§
a farmer's source of sustenance Is not a way to mah* friend*.
analysis therefore restricts itself to examining th* extent of,
the reasons for, whatever hostility has bee* engendered by the crep
destr. otloa operation*.

*The operations in question involve the use of chemical spr«v*
spread by airplane to destroy food crops in South Vietnam. AltinftUfb
the program is directed at the VC, the fact that the VC obtain most
of their food from the neutral rural population dictate* fc*e
tion of civilian crop*.



Certaln limitation* muet ba placad on the findings regarding
theae two questions. The findings are based on an analysis of data

from 206 interviews with ex-VC and non-VC civilians. The data art.

often rather Halted, since not all subjects respond on every topic,

and in cone caaaa relationships cannot be aaid to be statistically

significant. In some specific instances, the data are of such a charac-
ter that inferences must be made from indirect rather than direct evi-
dence. Deapite this, the patterns appear to be well enough defined to
provide, on an intuitive basis, a high degree of confidence in the con-
clusions preaented.

The effectiveness of the crop destruction program in denying food
to the VC waa examined from three perspectives.

Flrat, a very simple deductive concluaion was developed baaed on
official estimatea of the number of VC in Vietnam. The VC constitute
only about 1.5 percent of tha population in South Vietnam. At the
•aero level, it would thua appear that, allowing for losses in the
syatem, they need no more than about 3 percent of all the food con-
•voeed in tha country. Becauae of tha wide acceaa tha VC have to
resources throughout moat araaa of Vletnan, it would appear on tola

baais alone that it would ba diffieult to deetroy enough food, except

in localiced inatancea, to prevent tha VC from eating.*
Second, our sourcaa ware queationed about their food ration* while

in the VC. Theae raaponaaa were attained for time trend* in ration*

and for indication* of ahortagee, especially in heavily aprayed areaa.
Tha data generally indicate barely adequate to fully adequate di*t«

for VC from virtually all unite «ampled, with no conalatant indication

of deterioration with tia*. Indications were given that a few fringe

unit* (independent coopaniea and platoon* in Central Vietnam and

village or hamlet guerrilla unit*) nay have aufferad aevare food

*<*iven the somewhat unrealistic aaaumptlon that &11 other para-
meter* xeaelnad conetent, ev*n if overall conauaption ware reduced
50 percent the VC would n**4 only *!»out 6 percent of tha ramafntnj
raaourcea to maintain a constant food *upply. Thaaa calculation* do
not directly conaidar the po*t-harv*at food destruction o*«r*ti0M
which are conducted age1 net VC atorage areaa by flW/Alliad fof«*» in
the country. However, • SO percent overall loe* factor la includad.
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deprivation. On the whole, however, the data Indicate that the main
combat units even in Central Vletna» appear to be adequately fed by
VC .tenderda.

Third, an attempt was made to correlate rice rations in different
parts of the country with the amount of apray In that aree. Although
the intensity of crop destruction varied widely fro* aree to area, and
although some areas were hit very hard,* the average VC rice ration
did not appear to vary significantly from that expected, given the
agricultural productivity in the area. That is, the Main Force VC ate
relatively well in rice-surplus areas and leaa well in rice-short re-
gions. The locel intensity of sprey operations did not account for
any additional variation.

The data consistently suggest that the crop destruction program
has not in any major sense denied food to the VC. Moreover, it appears
that it will be exceedingly difficult to accomplish this goal with such
a program. The VC have coercive acceea to rice at the consumer level.
Although tht; VC have suffered dislocations as food has become more
scarce, they generally appear to neve been able to transfer most of
the deprivation burden to the locel peasant.

The VC produce a relatively email percentage of the food they
consume. Much of the agricultural produce destroyed by the crop
destruction operations belongs to the civilian farmers In VC-conirolled
or contested erees. The RAW) subjects were aeked ebout the reaction
of the locel population to the program.

Although it is very rare to hear theee eubjecte** consistently

prees views which might be construed as unfavorable to the GVN, they
almost unanimously indicate that the peasant la very hoetile to the
program. The Indications are that very negative feelings tower'' the
US/CVN ere aroueed aa a consequence of the apray, and a number of
subjects speak of increaeed support for the VC resulting from eaeh

*Ten to twenty percent of cultivated lead sprayed la • few area*.
RM- 5450 provides a more complete discussion of the geographic dis-
tribution of spray operetlone.

**0ver half of theee subjects were defectors from the VC, aad vir-
tually all of then were dependent on the CVH for their coot timed •mm
Ity and livelihood.
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operations. The alienation appears to result from several
,••:"' '•^•r':

First, crop spraying strikes at the very heart of the peasant's

existence. It destroys his food supply and his handiwork. Like agri-

cultural people in other parts of the world, the Vietnamese has a deep

emotional attachment to his crops as a symbol of his future security

and of his labors.

Second, a significant percentage of our subject indicate a wide-

spread fear of these chemicals as being poisonous to humans. Some of

this fear is based on hearsay; some, on firsthand experience.

Third, the rural population does not always regard the crop spray-

ing operations as a necessary or even useful way of attacking the VC,

and, in many instances, comes to believe that they are directed as much

against the peasants living in Viet Cong areas as against the Viet Cong

themselves. Often, too, they seen to feel that the GVN is willing to

sacrifice them if, in the process, it can get at the Viet Cong.

The feeling that the US/GVN is at best minimally concerned with

the peasant's welfare tends to exacerbate the feelings engendered by

the act of spraying itself. There is an almost cotal absence of Indi-

cations in our data of effort* by the US/GVN to educate people about

herbicide spraying, to warn then of attack, or to assist those who have

been affected. These peasant perceptions appear to contribute to a

temper of mind which is receptive to Viet Cong propaganda designed to

strengthen the letter's control over the affected population and to

discredit the GVN and the United States.* Although the available data

do not readily allow prediction*, thcae trend* would sea* to be inimi-

cal, to an indetermlnant dagraa, to any long-range US/GVff pacification

objective*.

Moat of the incident* di*cu**ad by our respondent* were in VC-
controlled or contacted area; although «oa* would con*id«r the par*oo*
living in such area* a* aoaaqr civilian*, it 1* a fact that they are
South Vietnamese citizen* and therefor* tha target* of our long-ranga
pacification effort*.
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CONCLUSIONS . ^<-M

Within the context of what has been studied, it would appear the

crop destruction effort may well be counterproductive. The VC continue

to feed themselves while the peasant bears the brunt of the deprivation,

and l a doesn't like it. .

If it is deemed advisable to continue the program under these con-

ditions, the expected alienation might conceivably be ameliorated.

"Conceivably," because the following suggestions, although not new,

have not been implemented in the past.

Some actions which might lessen the alienation:

(1) Educate the peasant about the effects of the
spray on humans. In particular: "Don't eat
or drink sprayed food or water. If exposed,
(especially children), wash the spray off as
quickly as possible." If, as suspected, fur-
ther analysis Indicates that present spray
concentrations occasionally may approach
lethal levels for the most vulnerable persons
(Infants and elderly), perhaps reducing con-*
centrations would lessen the chances of persons
receiving lethal doses without significantly
reducing the spray's effectiveness in destroy"
ing crops.

(2) Provide assistance to those whose crops are
destroyed. At present, many peasants are very
reluctant to take refuge (among other reasons)
because of the alleged lack of assistance pro-
vided in the past. Improved assistance and
communications might, parhapa, change this
image,

(3) Perhaps most important of all is to have t»«
GVK attempt to communicate to the peasants,
in VC as well as in GVN areas, its concern
for their welfare ae Vietnamese citizens. It
would be valuable to communicate to the farmers
in a believable manner that this program ie
undertaken reluctantly for the welfare of the
country and that the GVN sympathizes with inno-
cent sufferers. As indicated above, communi-
cation probably will not be particularly effec-
tive without greatly improved material assis-
tance to lessen the deprivation.
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;V-VN"'. I. INTRODUCTION '''" ;':^

Crop destruction by chemical aprays was reportedly first under-

taken in 1962 when CHMAAG Vietnam received approval to conduct a test

operation against VC sanctuary areas in Phuoc Long province. Since

that time operations have been continuing on an increasing scale,*
The objective of the program, to deny food to the Viet Cong, is accom-

plished by spraying plant-killing chemicals from specially fitted C-123

transport aircraft. The potential for destroying vegetation over large

areas is considerable sine* under .'deal circumstances one aircraft sor-

tie can destroy close to 100 percent of the vegetation, including food

crops, over an area of about 300 acres.

Since the program's inception, the nature and intensity of the war
have changed considerably. The VC have grown from a relatively smell,

nearly self-supporting group to a large organization having coercive

control over (or at least access to) aajor portions of rural South

Vietnam. Moreover, more civilians are now affected than were in 1963.

Concurrently, the VC fc d acquisition capabilities are also radically

different today. These and other related changes lead to the question:

Has the answer on the utility of chemical crop destruction as a method

of resource denial changed? Additionally, the intensification of crop

spraying operations, combined with the increased civilian involveaent
in the war, lead one to ask: In what ways have spraying operation*

affected the civilian population?

This analysis was undertaken at the request of The Advanced Re-

search Projects Agency (ARPA) of OSD. The stated objective* of the

Chemical sprays have also been used since late 1961 to defoliate
torested areas in order to reduce the cover available to the VC. Th**a
defoliation operations are considered here only to the extent that the
chemicals have spilled over onto civilian or VC cropa. In 1962 and
1963, a total of 936 acres of agricultural land w*s sprayed by crop
destruction operation*. These figures rose in 1964, 1965, and 1966 to
14,050, 67,430 and 113,335 acre* respectively. During the first four
raonths of 1967, 37,600 acres of cropa ware sprayed. Defoliation opera-
tions have been expanded to a far greater extent. In 1964 and IMS
respectively, 63,500 and 160,300 acres war* aprayed by defoliation *or-
tie*. This Increased to 751,100 acre* In 1*66, aod to 547,400 *cr*e
in the first four months of 1967.
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analyai* were aa follows: '*••:-•••"•

(1) Determine the effects of crop destruction on the
VC.

(2) Determine the effects of crop destruction on the
attitudes of the rural population.

(3) Determine the effects of crop destruction on the
life of the rural population.

(4) Determine, as possible, methods to reduce the
Impact of negative attitudes.

The specific focus of this analysis is the relationship between

the potential tactical advantages of denying food to the Viet Cong and

the potential political disadvantages among the civilian population of

herbicide crop destruction.
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•*...•

II. DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIONS

This analysis is based to a large extent on data taken fro* 206

RAND ^aterviews with former Viet Cong and non-VC civilians. Other sup-

plementary sources of data are the MACV file of documents captured fro*

the VC and interviews with captured and rallied VC conducted by various

agencies (Ut> and GVN) in Vietnam. External data, such as the rate of

herbicide operations by province and agricultural productivity, were

used for validity and reliability purposes.

Yhe subjects providing information for this analysis had experi-

ence in the VC largely between 1965 and early 1967. They range in rank

(one indicator of knowledgeability) from the lowest-level hamlet guer-

rilla through one Main Force battalion commander. They include a sig-

nificant number of platoon and company level officers who were fairly

knowledgeable about the VC regular force food rations. Similarly, a

number of VC civilian cadre and villtge and hamlet guerrillas provide

some expertise about conditions and attitudes in the civilian areas.

It is difficult to determine the characteristics for the sample

because only a fraction of the total number of interviewees provides

relevant information on any given topic. This arise* from the nature

of the interviews, which followed a relatively unstructured, open-

ended form of questioning. Many subjects were either not asked about
some of the topics or did not provide relevant information. One must

also add, of course, that the subjects varied in knowledgeability and

willingness to talk.

Within these limitations the following tables define the charac-

teristics of the sample of respondsnts. These data represent the total

•«*>!• of persona providing fNM» rdftvmmt d»ta for tha *Mly»l*.



BATE or
Data of L«t««t S«rvlc« In VC

Prior to July 1965

July-Dacaafcar 1965

January- June 1966

July-Dacaabar 1966

January or lat«r 1967

No VC aarvlca

fjpyic is. IN vc

18.5

22

34.5

13
7
5

TABLE 2

VC FORCE AMD RANK

Parcant of VC in Baah Cataaory

VC

Rank & File

Cadre

Total

Civilian

6.1

17.4

23.5

Cuarrilla

7.6

Forcaa

IS. 8

11.8 50.0

DISTRIBUTION OF

Privata
Squad Laadar and Aaalatant

Platoon Laadar and Aaaiatant
Company Laval Off lean
Battalion Laval Officart

31. S
22.ft
at.r
14.8

2.3

NVA

5.3

JL1
14.8

Tha uaa of formar VC aa aouroaa of lafofftatlon obvioutiy
tha buaation of thair raliability. Mora than half of than wara d«fa«-
tora fr« tha VC and, of couraa, all of tha«, at tha tiaa of tha int«r-
vlavs, wara in tha hands and dapaodant on tha larftaaa of the OVH. fta*
vioua raaaareh with thaaa and aOdlar data oollactad by tha RANU ataff

aotftata that tha biaa in thaaa intarvia*»a la tanarally In a »iu 0IN,
r«th»r than a pro-VC, diraction. tliiia, thara in raaaon to
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expressions of anti-VC sentiments cautiously* Just as there is reason

to take expressions of affection for the GVN with a "grain of sale."

On most issues, openly pro-VC or antl-GVN statements occur with consi-

derably less frequency or predictability than do their oppos-*.tes.*

While there can be ro proof of che validity of the patterns found in

the statements of these subjects, there is small likelihood of pro-VC

biases determining or dominating any set of response patterns. The

results from this analysis generally tend to cast an unfavorable light

on GVN programs. If the expected pro-GVN bias does exist, then factor-

ing out that bias would only strengthen the findings. Thus, the pro-

bable bias in this case makes little difference.

The subjects interviewed come mostly from the lower-level VC hier-

archy, where their limited responsibility narrowed their perspective

and hence the scope of their information. Organizational adaptations

occurring at middle levels in the hierarchy simply would have gone

unobserved by most of these subjects, at least InsoJer as any adapta-

tion was moderately successful. Even if the VC had** to pay a high

price in reallocating manpower to overcome supply difficulties result-

ing from herbicide operations, it is highly unlikely that the problem

would nave come to the attention of most of the subjects providing the

Information for this report — so long as they continued to eat.

Within tNe above limitations, the raw interview transcripts them-

selves provide a valid source of information about herbicide spraying.

Given the validity of the transcripts, there is the problem of dafininf

the patterns of responses about spraying.

Th* frequency with which given answers occurred was assumed to be

the major definition of the pattern of response*. In order to guard

against analyst bias, the transcripts of the original open-ended ques-

tions aad responses war* coded into multiple response categories.

*Thls is not universally true since there are a numbar of hard-
core VC in the sample.

**It is not known whether they have or have not.

***A1though several coders ware employed for this, latercodar rail-
ability was maintained at about the 95 percent level.
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The frequent/ with which these coded categorlee of responses occurred

provided the basic description of the dsta patterns.*

As an additional check on subject attitude or information bias,

the response frequencies were examined separately for different types

of persons. It was known from previous research that the distributions

of responses from prisoners were frequently different from those of

defectors. Or, as discussed earlier, it was expected that persons of

different rank in the VC might have different perspectives. Thus,

wherever the data were sufficiently numerous, response frequencies

were examined separately for such groups.

In summary, the patterns described accurately reflect the data.

Probably subject biases tend to go against Indicated patterns — that

is, if the biases were corrected for, the most likely consequence would

be the reinforcement of the patterns. The patterns described in this

analysis are known to be valid only for the population oi the data base,

and the extent to which these conclusions are transferable to the total

population cannot be stated definitively. However, the selection pro-
cedures for Interview subjects were largely random, and were based pri-

marily on the criteria of availability and knowledgeabillty. Intui-

tively, one feels that the views obtained r»e likely to repreeent

closely those of the total 'population.

It is realised that the data are limited and that other aspects

of the problem exist. In a rapidly changing situation such aa the oae

lit Vietnam* no analysis can ever be completely up-to-date. This Memo-

randum is based primarily on materials which were collected duriag 1966,

although additional, more recent material* which were available in Sai-

gon as late as June 1967 are also used wherever possible.

*For example, "X percent of the subject* amid that their food
ration had improved in the three months before they left the VC."
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III. EFFECTS ON THE VIET CONG

Although RAND doaa not have accaaa to any document describit̂  the

present official goala of the crop destruction program, ona logical and

often-expressed purpose is to deny food to the Viet Cong. "Deny" is
used to mean both actual deprivation and the process of making food more
difficult and expensive to obtain.

The VC must eat. If food becomes scarcer in any area, they can have
recourse to one or a combination of at least the following:

(1) Reduce their average rations.

(2) Reduce their force size.

(3) Import food from food-rich araaa.
(4) Increaae their tax rate on the local civilian populace.
(5) Increase their ability to produce their own food.

(6) Live on accumulated reserves in the abort run.
Since official order of battle data indicate that the VC forces have
increased rather than decreased, and since they do not seem to have

starved, what affects, if any, have the crop destruction operations had
on the VC food supplies?

Throughout moat of rural Vietnam, the VC have a centralised,
eive ability to extract from the peasants money, rice, labor, and other

support. Even in araaa of relatively great CVH strength, the VC obtain

resources by transportation taxes, salea taxae, and pliyaieal thraata.

Thus, the Viat Cong organisation has accaaa to a large saTpantai* *I Cat

agricultural reaourcea of the country.

From Table 4 it is sean that the VC represent laaa than 2 parcent

of the population of South Vietnam. The intarviava indicate that they

normally eat laaa wall than the typical ••••••t. HMM, it ••ama «•£• to

•>;y that they consume no more than 1.5 to 2 parcent of all foad comatSMd.

Aaaumiag a requirement of 3 percent to allftv for wnifmja, loe»*B, *tc.,

the VC atill need only a relatively ameJJL proportion of the t»taJL f«*4

conaumad. Thus, even a 50 pntrtteat dna.timu.ion of tba total rt«a «tmf
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by herbicides would mean that the VC would require only on thi

of 6 percent 6f the then-remaining production. It seems very reason*

able to suppose that they would have the ability to exact such a per-

centage, by force or otherwise.

Moreover, even this argument makes the VC situation appear some-

what worse than perhaps ir fact It would be. Morally and pragmatically,

it is undesirable to have 50 percent of the population face starvation.

In addition to being destroyed by herbicide operations, rice Is also

lost by ground operations and bombing attacks. However, the United

States has been shipping rice to Vietnam in quantities from four to ten

times the amount destroyed by crop spraying, and the data indicate that

the imports from the United States are keeping the food consumption close

to its "normal" level.* So long as the VC retain control over a signifi-

cant portion of the population and remain well integrated in the rural

economy, they can tax on consumption as well as on production.

TABLE 4

VC RICE REQUIREMENTS

Core*
I
II
III
IV

Civilian
Population
2,420,500
2,770,500

5,393,400b

6.141.700

VC
Population*

56,750
68,447
60,821

80.925

VC as X of
Population

2.3

2.5
1,1
1.3

TOTAL 16,726,100 266,943 1.6

•June 1966 CICV order of battle.
blncludlng about 2.3 million In Salfoo.

*In 1966 the GVN imported about 670,000 metric tons of rice, moat
of it froa the United State*. Baaed on the area covered by crop de-
struction, about 67,000 tons were de*troy«d. Howsver, spillover onto
crope occur* from the defoliation operation* and the crop destruction
operation* are not 100 percent effective. If a 10 to 20 p*rcent mpill
over occur* from defoliation (a 6 to 1 defoliation to crop d**txvetion
ratio existed in 1966), and if crop destruction 1* •omovhat b*lov 100
percent effective, ooe can estimate from 90,000 to 100,000 too*
An ebsoiut« MI tmm of 150,000 ton*
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It !• virtually a truism to say that th« VC would like to gat thalr

food as easily as posslbla. Similarly, it is stating the obvious to say

that some of tha aasiaat ways for tha VC to obtain food ara simply to

buy, tax, or confiscate rlca from tha inmadlata rural arsa, or, to grow

it thaasalvas. It is a considerable step, howsvsr, to concluda from

this that destruction of this local crop is going to deny food to tha

VC or even make it significantly more difficult for them to obtain food.

The VC tax surface shipments of rice and the sale of rice; families put

aside a handful of rice at each meal; intermediaries buy rice for the VC

at local GVN controlled markets, and so on. If the VC can reach a signi-

ficant portion of the consuming population (as they can), and if these

latter are not on a starvation diet, the VC can obtain their necessary

requirements by consumption taxation and requisition. Although empiri-

cal verification is unavailable, it would appear from this deductive

analysis that the VC could partially live off of tha rice imported from

the United States by taxing dating transportation, on consumption, ate.

Deductively, it thus appears that crop destruction la of limited

effectiveness in denying food to the VC. The unarmed, unoryaniie^l

local peasant is likely to bear the main deprivation as th« VC continue
to take the bite they nsttd.

SUBJECTIVE STATPCENTS ABOUT FOOD AVAILABILITY

The a priori expectation is that tht VC have not suffered any major

food shortages because of crop destruction conducted to date. An ob-

vious means of cheeking this expectation against reality is to ask for-

mer VC if they have expsxieaeed increasing food shortage*.

Most of the VC's available for questioning a** low«r-level p*r»eo-
nel and, thua, sysfcam adaptation problems will not generally be hmawn

to them. That is, so long as they continue to get their daily food,

system strains will go unnoticed. However, it seems reasonable to say

that if pressures approach system capacity,* dislocations in fo*d

ply will occur.

*And obviously if capacity la exceeded.
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The history of the dally ration w*w nxamlned for subjects from

the VC regular forces (NVA and VC Main ar.J Local Forces). The deta

were examined for time trends, absolute ration, geographic variations,
complaints about food, temporary shortages, etc. It must be remarked

that the available data are not extensive, and a high statistical con-

fidence cannot therefore be placed on the following statements about

the patterns which were found.

(1) The normal food ration la adequate (to support life)
for almost all units sampled. However, in Central
Vietnam the ration Is small enough to be a source of
irritation for the average soldier. In the delta,
food la, in the VC terms, plentiful.

(2) The only Indications of inability to meet the auth-
orised rations for regular force units were:

(a) interruptions of one or two days resulting
from US/GVN ground operation*.

(b) in the central highlands some fringe units
(autonomous platoon* and companies) had serious
food problems. More than likely theae short-
ages were the re«ult of crop destruction opera-
tion*.

(3) No indication of a consistent deterioration in
ration existed through the latter half of 1966.
The data are meager (only about 15 aubjects from
the latter half of 1966), but, for every subject
indicating a decrease ir. ration, another said that
food had gotten bettei.*

(4) The few higher ranking or better Informed**
subjects generally expr**sed a belief that more
intense crop destruction could cause problems,
but that the system could ad*pt to the "prevent
level.

Thus the data generally cupport the a priori expectation that the

VC *till have adequate food resource*.

*The*e findings are baaed on an analysis of interview* with 61
ex-VC regular force members.

**TWe battalion-level offleers and a few persons in the logistic*
*y*tem< " • -•-
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CORRELATION OF RATIONS WITH SPRAY INTENSITY

Even though the data do not indicate that th« VC have been unable
to fe«d their troops, has the crop destruction prograa reduced the

ration? The question cannot be answered directly, but data are present
which permit Inferences to be made.

The different areas of South Vietnam have been very unequally
sprayed. The above question can be restated in this form: Is there a
correlation between the intensity of sprcy oper clone in an area and
the average ration for the VC forces in that area? In order to obtain
an answer to this question* the data on dally ration taken from the
RAND interviews were used to estimate the average regular force ration
for sixteen areas of Vietnam. RM-5450, a companion piece to this
report, presents a detailed description of this analysis. A sketch of
the method and a summary of the results are given here.

Generally, the VC live off the local population. Thus, to a great
extent, they eat better when the local people do also. They also Import
rice from foreign sanctuaries. Since these two factors — local rice
availability and access to foreign sanctuary — influence VC ration, It
was deeaed necessary to take them into account when attempting to cor-
relate the VC ration with the intensity of local crop destruction.

Multiple linear regression was used in an effort to determine if
crop destruction had Influenced the ration and, if so, to what extent.**
The findings indicate that the ration in each of the areas Is that which
would be expected from a knowledge of rice production, population, amd
accees to a foreign sanctuary. The intensity of crop destruction opera-

tions was not significantly correlated with the else of the ration.

Essentially all (94 percent) of the variance in ration could be sta-
tistically predicted fi>om the three stated variables.

*Each area was selected to be as homogeneous aa paaaibla with '
gard to rice productivity under the constraint of having at lea*t a**em
subjects from the ataa. ̂ ftta estimated ration was the averag*. of the
ration for all subjects fro* aa area*

**Regressing average ration on productivity, saaefeary, and
destruction variables over thesixteeft a*ms*.
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The regression equation gave an empirical method for predicting

ration from production. Since crop destruction can be thought of sim-

ply as a decrease in production, if is possible to use this empirical

equation to predict the effect on rations which varying the level*
of crop destruction will have by considering the latter as a change

in production. The empirical model Indicates that an X percent reduc-

tion In production will result in less than an X percent decrease in

the ration. That is, a 10 percent decrease in production usually re-

sults in somewhat less than a 10 percent decrease In ration. Starving

the people will starve the VC. But many people will starve before any

VC do.

RECAPITULATION

The a priori expectation was that resource destruction would not

be an effective means of denying food to the VC unless major portions -,

of all resources were destroyed and the VC were denied access to rice
consumers. The available empirical evidence supports the conclusion

that, through 1966, crop destruction operations had not prevented the

VC from feeding themselves.
This, of course, is a macro-level analysis. A micro analysis

would Indicate system adaptation problems as new rice sources had to

be found. Again, analysis at the micro level would, without doubt,

Indicate localized food shortage difficulties and considerable concern

from the organization as normal food sources dried up.** It does *eem

reasonable to say, however, that unless a vary extensive portion of the

crop is destroyed, the VC can feed themselves so long as they can gain

access to the consuming population.

*As is always true, such equations can at bast only be considered
to be valid within a limited range of value*, Major chattfai In produc-
tion might (probably would) change the empirical relationships.

**Such cases can be amply illustrated in sprayed areas from a
perusal of documents captured fro« ehe ¥6% . / /-•.-.•*.-/„." ' . - - , ",'"" . ' " ' • .
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iv.

Aside frota growing their own food or importing it, the VC's source

of supply Is the indigenous population. Given the intimate economic

relationship between the Viet Cong and the agricultural sector, it is

not surprising that 9 major portion of the crops destroyed through aer-

ial spraying has Inevitably been civilian-owned and cultivated. Civi-

lian crops are often destroyed (or partially so) incidentally to an

operation against VC crops or cover, but they have also been destroyed

purposely with the intent, implied if not stated, of cutting off Viet

Gong food sources.*

PEASANT ALIENATION RESULTING FROM CROP SPRAYING

The reaction to spraying operations which destroy civilian crops

is almost unanimously hostile. Eighty-eight percent of our interview

sources indicate that the people blame the US/GVN for the destruction

and 74 percent assert that the blame approaches a level of hatred in

its Intensity.

As a further index of the intensity of the reaction, it is inter-
esting to compare these indications of blame to similar statements

about attitude^ toward US/GVN bombing and shelling of villages. Des-

pite frequent loss of life and property, the GVN is blamed more often

for the herbicide operations than for the more conventional military

*lt might be argued that people living in VC areas are 4e iUcto
supporters of the Viet Cong and aril therefor* legitimate target* of
attacks intended to hurt the Viet Cong. However, the beat available
data suggest that most of the VC-controlled population rauin* neutral
and that the active VC supporters constitute only a small minority.
In the words of a Montagnard company political officer who had rallied:

everybody living in VC-controlled areas Is a VC. Thare
are a.lso people who have children working tor the GVN among
these people. The CVN should protect them instead of treat-
ing them as enemies. Thua, the GVN is multiplying its ene-
mies instead of reducing than. By spraying the people's
crops, the GVN is pushing the people to the VC aide.

Moreover, even persons in VC areas are citizens of South Vletn** and
are long-range targets for our pacification afforta.
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.. . -
operations — 88 percent versus 71 percent. Moreover, the VC share to
a much greater extent the opprobrium for the military at lack* — 61 per-

cent of the subject* Indicate that the people blase the VC for bombings
versus only 30 percent for apray attack*.

TABLE 5

COMPARISON OF VILLAGE ATTITUDES

TOW KP SPRAYING AND BOMBING

Percent Yea
Spray Bombing

Blame US/GVN 88 71

Blame VC 30 61

Some Increaaed support or Join VC 50* 29

*This relationahip is baaed on only 16 reapondanta, and
the extent of increaaed support la unapeclflad.

Why does chemical crop daatruction atir up ao much boatllityT
First, crop destruction strikes at the vary heart of the paaaaat'a exia-
tance — both his food supply and hla handiwork. Second, the civilian

population generally lacka knowledge and understanding about both the
* ' •- '

nature and the purpose of thewo op«ratlona. And finally, the hoatUklty
la due to what the peaaant conceivaa to be a lack of QVN concern for
hla welfare, combined with an active and generally effective Vl*t Cong
effort to exacerbate hla already intense feelinga.

CBOF PISTWCTIOH CAflSES fwtTBRlÂ  LOSSES TO CIVILIANS

Chemical crop destruction atrlkaa at a central value of pe*aaat
life — rice. In an agricultural society such aa Vl*tna»'a, whar« the

overwhelming majority of the rural population la antaiad In aalf-
subsiwtence farming, the production of food la of aupraai afcoaamlc and
social (even quasi-religious) significance. Deatrucfclan o« oroaa aot

only three tena to confront paaaants with faod atortajaa aad

hardship, it aleo threatana to dUrupt thalr total pattant al

fh«/fe1Afifi»l«« «tMa»^t fro* a
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1s illustrative of the, people's attitude: i

The people were very afraid...; It was aa If (the spraying
aircraft) were some kind of wicked spirits who threatened
to bring disaster upon the people.

Local food shortages are the uaual consequences of a spraying iperatlon.

Over (0 percent of our subjects Indicated inadequate food supplies for

at least some families after a spray attack, and about 10 percent indi-

cated cases of actual starvation.

Several factors do tend to mitigate the extent to which severe

vfood shortages result aa a direct consequence of crop destruction. In

the lowlands the villagers with money often can buy food in the unaf-

fected areas or in the local towns, and in some cases the poor can work

as farm laborers. Frequently the extent of the damage la Halted, par-

ticularly in those Instances where crops arc destroyed aa a peripheral

consequence of defoliation operations. Villagers often stockpile extra

foodstuffs against auch contingencies, and in extreme casea the Viet

Cong have brought in food or have helped font mutual aid association*

for those hardest hit.**

The shortages and dislocations in food supply are an obvious

source of alienation. On occasion, however, the Viet Cong also receire

some increment of ill will as they attempt to maintain a relatively un-

impaired flow of produce and taxes. This increment, however, ceems

Insignificant in comparison with the ill will aimed at the TO/CVH. Only

31 percent of the subjects indicated that the villagers placed any hleae

at all on the vc. Moreover, the feeling was much leas intense than that

directed against the US/CVN. The ability of the VC to influence the

peasants' thinking with regard to crop spraying appears to largely

account for this.

"Largely in Montagnard areas.

**Suffaring would he far more widespread If two or more

crops were hit.
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THE TOXICITY OF CHEMICAL AGENTS

Our data Indicate that there is considerable resentment and fear

generated by the widespread belief that the spray is detrimental to

health and even at times fatal. Viet Cong propaganda, according to

captured documents, has at times played heavily and successfully on

the poison gas theme. There is considerable evidence, however, that
some of the beliefs regarding the toxicity of the chemical agents are

based on actual experiences.
Seventy to 80 percent of the subjects indicated that people who

were significantly exposed to these chemicals could expect, at least,

runny noses, nausea, cramps, and diarrhea for several days. Approxi-

mately 10 percent believed that the chemicals could cause fatalities,

especially among Infants. A preliminary investigation using available

data on the toxicity of these chemicals showed that, under certain

conditions, doses approaching lethal levels might conceivably be

received by exposed infants.* Whether or not these levels are actually

RAND does not have access to results from any toxicity teats con-
ducted with the spray deposition rates and dilutions used in Vietnam,
and it is not known if such tests have been conducted.

Because the stories of our sources seemed both plausible and sin-
cere, an effort was made to check en the toxicity of these chemicals.
One ingredient, 2,4-D, is rated as very toxic, and a 50 percent lethal
dose is given as 50 to 500 milligrams per kilogram of body weight (See
Ref. 1). Tests with the prototype spray equipment indicate that with
an average spray deposition rate of three gallons per acre (understood
to be the normal maximum in Vietnam), depositions on the ground in ex-
cess of 10 gallons per acre occur in a few teat cells (See Ref. 2).
In Vietnam, formation spraying Is not uncommon so it is conceivable
that in overlap areas as much as twice this amount of spray might be
deposited.

Under these conditions, a 1 ft. area night receive several times
the lethal dose for a 6 kilogram child JJf the chemical were used in an
undiluted form, There is no readily available information on the apecl
fie concentrations used, nor on the toxlcity of the chemical mixture
of which 2.4-D is only a part. Obviously, this analysis is too simpli-
fied to remit drawing definitive comclusione; however, the data would
indicate the possibility that the apraylftt .*• occurring under coadlttott
where, at the minimum, harmful phvalolotical effects are possible a*d
where* at the maximum, the lower edges of toxic levels conceivabiw, .'
could be approached. •- ._ , ' ,, , . .. ,: ,, ; =.:•• ... ,..: '-^W^^- ' '

—
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reached is relatively lea* important for purpose* of thin analysis

than what people believe to be true. That 1«, In many instance*, our

sources' attitudes toward chemical crop spraying were conditioned by

their belief in the toxicity of these chemicals Irrespective of ita

actual effects.

LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

The rural peasants' lack of understanding about the purpose of

crop destruction has probably contributed substantially to their hostil-

ity toward these operations. Central to this is the peasants' view that

the burden of spraying operations falls on them more than on the Viet

Cong. They usually cannot see that the loss of crops has had any more

than a secondary (and even then only limited) effect on the Viet Cong,

and they cannot comprehend why the US/GVN would want to do such a thing

to them. The following statement by a Main Force rallier quoting inhab-

itants of a village near the Ho Bo woods in Blnh Dong Province (III

Corps, near Zone D) is representative of peasant thought as it emerge*

from our sample:

They said ... that even under the French nothing so awful
had ever occurred. They complained that they weren't VC,
so why had the Government destroyed their land and crops.

AID AND/OR SUCCOR

Among our sources, the feeling that the US/GVN was inadviaably and
incorrectly attacking the civilian population was further execerbated
by the fact that in most instances they felt there was a major lack of
US/GVN concern for the welfare of the people who hail lost their crops.
Concurrently, there is some limited evidence in the interviews that -
some segments of the populace might be more willing to accept crop
spraying as a legitimate (though stUH highly undesirable) weapon °*
war, provided the US/GVN could at the same ti»e successfully demonstrate
its sincere concern for their welfare. This, of course, implies a pto~
gram of active aid, not just a almpla expression of concern.

In our Interviews, the incidence of OfH aid to ptopl* affsjofej| by
crop spraying was very low. Surprisingly e*»ugh, aid from UM Vt*t Cong
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.. ...,,
was more commonly attested to. Among thoaa cases citing aid from the

GVN, two occurred when the GVN had mistakenly destroyed crop* in QVM

areas. Additionally, nearly half of the few GVN aid cases consisted

of aid to the rich only. In contrast to this, the VC aid most fre-

quently took the form of arranging for redistribution of rice from

those with a surplus to those In need.

Several of our sources discussed villagers' efforts to obtain

assistance from the GVN, and in two cases aid was felt to be the re-

sult of village petitions. In another three cases where petitions had

been presented, aid had been promised but, despite the lapse of several

months, had not been received. One regrettable fact of these petitions

is the "official" response cited by three other subjects. In each in-
stance, the villagers were told that because the Americans had con-

ducted the spray missions, the GVN had no responsibility and could do

nothing.
In most instances, direct assistance or compensation from the

US/GVN might be impractical or undesirable because spraying la targeted

for Viet Cong-controlled areas. Government concern for the people's

.welfare could be shown by providing facilities and supplies adequate

to handle equitably any refugee flow resulting from crop destruction.
Somewhat surprisingly, however, our sources suggest that herbicide

operations do cot appear to have caused aa significant refugee move-

ments aa may have bean anticipated. Whenever and wherever possible,

our Informanta suggest, people have preferred to remain on their land,

to gat by however possible, and to bops for a sucossaful crpp v&th the

next harvest. A prevalent feeling was that the civilian who had lost

hla crops probably would not be appreciably better of f as a rafufea in

GVM areas than he would be remaining witere h* was — and might not be
as well off.** The feeling among there sources (a vary llmltse* sammle)

*Soaa 30 percent of these interviewees indicated same f or* of «ld
frost the VC as a consequence of crop destruction.

**About 20 percent of theae subjects indicated that at laaat SSM
people took refuge after the sptay ossratlsns. A4ttti«»Uy, >Ma> has

, Interviewed 100 refugees in Vl*e»*». 0»ly aVovt
vsra aware of crop dastmtlM to IMr «t̂ , a«< noM of

: food aborta«« as a reason for uklnc v«fiM)«, Vsxy



wee that th« proMieed aid to refugeea waa highly uncertain. About a

third felt they would atarv* or nearly ao if forced to depend on GVH

largeaa.

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND PROPAGANDA

In this aaaple, there are eight Inatancea where our subjects re-

called havif^ heard (either through actual obaervatlon or naaor) of any

US/GVN warning about or explanation of herbicide operations. There are

over fifty cases of no warning or explanation. Of the former, two in-

stances involved e US/GVN atteejpt to explain the reeaona for an opera-

tion after it had taken place, and in both the operationa Involved

accidental spraying of GVN-controlled areaa. In the regaining elx

caaea, two warnings auggeated that (looeely paraphraaing our eubjecta)

'southing waa going to happen and the civlliana had better get out of

the area.' Two edvlaed that a defoliation operation waa going to take

place in order to deny hiding placea to the VC (one of which euv«e-

quently caueed exteneive crop daaage — for which no explanation waa

given.) Only two aald that cropa would be deatroyed, explained why

this waa neceasary, told the people that the cheaicala would not

theai, and advised them to take refuge to aecure OVH areaa where they
would receive aaaietance.*

Aalde from theae few inetaneee, (bare la no evidence In our data
to euggeet that the U8/GVM have «ade obaervable efforte to warn people
of Impending operationa or explain tba nature and purpoae of che*ieal
crop epraylng. Her la there any indication that any efforta to oot»tar
Viet Cong propaganda agalnat the U8/OVW crop apraying have reached
theae people (by lete 19**).

Perhapa the aoet algnlficant (and» with our eaa»la, conalafeaat)

at this tiaa to auppor. any analyaia of the relatiooanlp betvaaa taltlat
refuge and the cheeilcal deatruetion of cropa. for a aora
analysis of refugees in one province, aae Haf, 3. Thlatcaa>
for, but wes unable to locate, aay direct ral«tloa«hl|
Ing operationa and refugee floir, evtn 1« a »*0vi«oe ol
tenae spraying operationa. -'- ;'-:-̂  - " - . . - ; • " • - " / . / " ' - ": • - • - • • - - • . -

*In both of theae latter caaaa, large groupa actually did take
.refuge, . " " "", .- ; .-. . , ' - •'-/ . " '/• " ' • -- - • • . ';•". '- •
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civilian reaction which can be Identified from our data Is that crop

•praying operations contribute substantially to a temper of bind con-

sistently receptive to Viet Cong propaganda designed to strengthen their

control over the affected population and to discredit the GVN and the

United States.* For the individual Vietnamese, the almost total US/GVN

failure to warn, to advise, to explain the purpose of crop spraying does

not go unnoticed. In sharp contrast, Viet Cong propaganda of tr.-n sounds

like good sense and, in view of one's own personal experience, has the

ring of truth.

One civilian prisoner who had been a Farmer's Association cell

leader In Tay Ninh Province explains why he felt the spraying caused the

people of his village, including himself, to support the Viet Cong wore:

Well, you see, the Government didn't give us any help.
On the contrary, it sprayed chemical poison to destroy
our crops and so forth. After the spraying, the VC ca-
dres cave to us, encouraged us, aroused our hatred for
the Government, and at the same time gave us assistance.

And an old civilian farmer from nearby Blnh Duong adds this postscript:

We have listened to the cadres' advice and their advice
is just.

*Briefly, the VC propaganda themes most commonly mentioned by our
sources relating to crop destruction are as follows:

(1) The chemicals are toxic, and can cause sickness and/or death.
(2) The GVN is not interested in the people's welfare* but only

wants to cause them harm: It is insensitive, malicious, and totally
without redeeming social value.

(3) The Viet Cong represent the legitimate rational, humane and
sincere Interests of the people in their social revolution against the
CV*. •• ;- -. ' • ' '. - • - . . . ' • . • . . • ; • - ' - -• " -.- .

(4) The US/GVN are losing on the military front, and therefore
are striking out blindly to destroy the Vietnamese people In an incor-
rect and misguided belief that, by doing so, they can deatroy the Viet
Cong. • - ' - - •

(5) The GVN Is a puppet of America, which has imperialistic ambi-
tions in Vietnam. The Americans have no concern for the Vietmneee peo-
ple, and would prefer that they all starve in order thatAmericacould
po ulate the country with her own people.

A.search of .all,relevant captured documents:indlcatee that the. - .
net Cong have opt developed a uniform, cc>untrŷ ifle n̂ ijg« wUV re-
.p.ct to. herbicide operation*. lUth.r, e«h
its maximum benefit according to th«particular
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WHAT CAN BE DONE? |

Leaving aside for the moment the question of the effectiveness of

herbicide crop destruction operations in denying food to the Viet Cong,

it would be relevant to consider what, if anything, might be done to

counter some of the hostility of the civilian population.

The available data are limited with regard to how one might over-

come alienation through government action. However, a first priority,

according to our data, would be an effective public education program

designed to explain thoroughly, carefully, and consistently the nature

of the chemicals and the reason for their being sprayed. One of our

subjects, a teacher from Phu Yen Province, was adamant on this point:

.... If the chemicals are sprayed on the people's crops,
it is a good chance for the VC cadres to make the people's
hatred for Americans more profound. Thus, I think the
Government should explain clearly to the people the rea-
sons and alms for the military operations which destroy
the people's crops. Avoid using the term* "These are the
VC's crops." This is not correct. They should say,
"The peoples' crops have to be destroyed or the VC will
use them to fight against the people." Don't keep the
truth from the people as the Ministry of Information has
often done. It is necessary to release proper information
and to explain the events to the people scientifically
and logically.

This man was not alone in his views, for at least seven others made com-

parable suggestions.

Public education alone may help reduce alienation, but it can

achieve only limited success if not coupled to a program of active aid

designed to convince the civilian population that the US/GVN conducts

spraying operations to defeat the Viet Cong, that it has no malicious

intentions toward the populace, that, on the contrary, it hag a sincere

concern f« their welfare. The civilian population should not be allowed

to starve as a result of intense herbicide operations. Unless and until

some such understanding is reached, the probability is high that politi-

cal alienation of the civilian population will continue to result from

herbicide crop destruction.

In the final analysis, however, it becomes necessary to return to

the question of the effectiveness of herbicide operations in denying

food to the Viet Cong. J£ crop destruction has had a sigiOfleant a<r»««e«
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effeet on the peasant attitudes toward the GVN, and if, In addition,

it has not had, and does not hold much promise of having, any signifi-

cant adverse direct effect on the Viet Cong's food supply, then it would

seem that, on the basis of these limited criteria, such operations may

have been dysfunctional. As presently conducted, it is not impossible

that they may have been counterproductive to the lo.^-range US/GVN paci-

fication effort.
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